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1. Introduction
The current environmental crisis and the increase 

in demand for new buildings put the construction sec-
tor with many challenges that must find new solutions 
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ABSTRACT
The twenty-first century is one of the most complex in the history of humanity, mainly due to the ecological crisis 

it is going through. The construction sector generates about 40% of CO2 emissions into the environment; the foregoing 
should motivate this sector to seek new alternatives to develop new building practices. Taking these current needs into 
account, this document classifies and presents a multidisciplinary solution that integrates biology, engineering and 
architecture to develop a new and innovative lightweight timber structure; it divides with a main structure made of 
timber and an innovative joint system made of bio-polymers connecting all the panels. Through the study of diatoms, 
it was able to analyze the bio-morphology of the structure, joints and in particular the geometry since they were the 
inspiration for the design of this structure that presents an innovative and novel design of structural optimization. 
Through parametric design and digital fabrication, it was able to create a complex geometry that obtains excellent 
structural behavior. This research discusses and explores how materials, geometry led to the optimization of a structure 
and how new structures can arise, thanks to biology new solutions can be obtained that are completely sustainable, 
being a clear example of how to combat the effects of the climate change and in a precise way it highlights the 
advantages of the bio-design in the architectural design. 
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to face climate change since the construction sector 
is responsible for about a third of emissions, domi-
nated merely by the manufacture of materials such 
as concrete and steel; this should motivate this sector 
to seek new alternatives for construction practices 
and techniques that drive a new way of designing. 
Changing current conventional construction practices 
to new ways of innovating structures through timber 
represents a sustainable alternative in the construc-
tion industry. Timber as a construction material has 
great advantages over other materials, not only for 
its ecological benefits but also for its negative carbon 
footprint and its hardness to generate shapes, another 
great advantage is that it is much cheaper when com-
pared to other materials of construction. If it is able to 
manage to apply the technological advances that cur-
rently exist, construction using timber provides new 
possibilities and the development of new innovative 
and sustainable structures. 

Through the technological and scientific advances 
that have been developed during the last decades, be-
ing more precise in software and digital fabrication, 
new structures are being obtained that have greater 
and better structural performance. Referring to the 
above and applied to lightweight timber structures, 
they promise new construction systems; the applica-
tion materials that are environmentally friendly allow 
those new lightweight structures could be designed 
and fabricated very quickly; that’s why the interest 
in timber structures is growing really fast because of 
their low construction price, material price, high du-
rability and usability. 

This present document is the result of the coop-
eration, knowledge and research of biologists, engi-
neers, architects and builders; with the multidiscipli-
nary perspective, a better result can be obtained for 
the elaboration of this project; through the combina-
tion of knowledge from these areas, it was possible 
to create a structure that promoted a light and sus-
tainable structure. This research was possible thanks 
to a research stay at the Institute of Biology and the 
Faculty of Engineering of both the National Autono-
mous University of Mexico and the University of La 
Gran Colombia in Bogota, Colombia.

The objective of biomimicry in architecture is to 
innovate through biological principles. The purpose 

of investigating areas is to denote and limit that they 
are completely different from one another and can-
not be compared to a living organism; The important 
thing to highlight is how you can try to integrate bio-
logical principles (geometry, shapes, processes) and 
integrate them into architectural design. The fields in 
architecture where it can be applied are diverse and 
that is why during the last decades, they have been 
gaining more interest in this sector. In order to carry 
out this research, a study of several species of phyto-
plankton was carried out and due to their great eco-
logical contribution and geometric principles; that’s 
why for this research it was decided to study diatoms 
and to be focused on their bio-morphology in order 
to develop new methods and implement them and as 
for the design of the joints, as a great result to carry 
it with sewing joints made of biopolymers, resulting 
in a new innovative form of construction systems. 

The methodology that was used to verify this re-
search is focused on carrying out an investigation at 
the Institute of Biology, in which it was carried out 
different analyzes of phytoplankton; continued with 
the development of different design prototypes in 
which we sought the most suitable geometric shape 
and for the last part of the conclusion it was with the 
tests at the Institute of Engineering to carry out the 
mechanical tests of the bio-polymers. It is important 
to note that the methodology used was done in differ-
ent hierarchies; Starting first with the analysis that is 
focused on bio-mimesis and later, the transfer of the 
geometric shape to the timber panels was carried out 
so that at the end of this research, it carried out the 
sewn tests of the biopolymer joints. Due to the above 
and it should be noted that this investigation has a 
highly multidisciplinary perspective which helped to 
obtain a better result.

This prototype is planned to be carried out in an 
ecological park in Mexico abroad, if compared to a 
steel and concrete structure, wood has great advan-
tages such as price, time and duration. Regarding 
maintenance, if it is given a layer of varnish for exte-
rior use, it can withstand the weather and rain, which 
gives it much greater advantages and is a highly sus-
tainable material.
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2. Aim of this research 
This document has the purpose of making known 

how new structures can be developed through the 
integration of biological principles and how a multi-
disciplinary perspective can achieve a better result. 
The objective of the research is to introduce a new 
sustainable timber joint union-made of bio-polymers. 
One of the reasons to develop and apprises this re-
search is that has the purpose of making known how 
the morphological and biological principles can be 
an option to develop new lightweight structures. This 
research concludes with the fabrication of this model 
and we conclude that it presents great advantages 
over conventional steel and cement structures. The 
urgency of designing new construction systems and 
integrating new materials is one of the main goals 
for the future of architecture.

3. Diatoms and bio-inspired design
The use of nature in the design process of struc-

tures is not something new, it has been applied 
for several years and day to day it seeks to further 
expand [1] this knowledge due to the great develop-
ments that have been generated in the last decades; 
in the case of design, it promotes solutions and the 
development of new designs that integrate new ma-
terials and optimal structural forms. During the 20th 
century, great pioneers of lightweight structures such 
as Félix Candela, Frei Otto and Fuller Buckminster 
used biological principles [2] to develop their works 
and referring to Fuller Buckminster he stated: “I am 
not trying to imitate nature, I am trying to discover 
and employ the principles she is using”, denoting 
how nature and biology have much to teach us. 
During the last century Frei Otto became very in-
terested in biology [3] and it was thus that he worked 
in collaboration with the biologist J.G. Helmke, be-
ing highly interested in Radiolaria microorganisms 
(group of amoeboid protists that produce mineral 
skeletons) due to their geometry and their structural 
patterns to develop a balance of light structures. For 
this emerged his theory, that so-called “From-Find-
ing”, which led to his analogic models, like chains or 

nets of cables [4].
For this research and due to its great interest, we 

decided to study the diatoms, which are a group of 
unicellular algae that are part of the phytoplankton 
family, they are photo-synthesizing microorganisms. 
Most of the oxygen is produced through the photo-
synthesis of phytoplankton in the sea, one of which 
is the diatom, a unicellular alga considered the main 
generator of oxygen on our planet, so far more than 6 
thousand species are known. The function of diatoms 
in the world’s oceans is of great importance since 
they exhale more oxygen than all the tropical forests 
of the world and on the other hand, they invisibly 
recycle the gases that surround our planet. Currently 
diatoms are considered the “lungs” of the earth since 
they help to a large extent to be able to produce oxy-
gen and absorb large amounts of CO2.

Apart from their great contributions to the ecolo-
gy and well-being of the planet, diatoms have great 
characteristics linked to their bio-morphology, espe-
cially for this research will focus on the shape and 
geometry that makes them have completely precise 
geometric shapes. After several analyzes of different 
diatoms and different species of phytoplankton, we 
concluded that the best species to continue with the 
analysis of this structure would be two species: Tri-
ceratium Favus and Coscindiscus Radiautus (Figure 
1). The first one has a completely equilateral triangle 
shape; under these geometric principles it was cho-
sen to use this species to design the main structure 
that has an inner radius and three support points in 
the same way and this benefits structural optimiza-
tion. The second species has a hexagonal shape. This 
is the base of the timber membrane that was devel-
oped to optimize the main membrane (Figure 2).

On the left side the Triceratium Favus has a com-
pletely triangular structure and on the right side the 
hexagons that make up the Coscindiscus Radiautus, 
both being observed under a microscope. Learning 
through morphology and biological principles and ap-
plying them to construction is a tradition that has been 
applied for several years now; but lately it has gener-
ated greater because of the endless opportunities and 
possibilities that give a plus to the design process. In 
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the case of the field of lightweight timber structures, 
biological principles and morphology have helped re-
define construction systems [5], construction methodol-
ogies, architectural design, and fabrication processes. 
On the other hand, the great dilemma is based on how 
to transfer these biological principles to the construc-
tion process; these challenges are the crucial part that 
motivates us to develop innovative solutions and inte-
grate new design methodologies.

Figure 2. Pavilion divisions.

3.1 Joint connections 

One of the essential aspects of any structure is the 
connections since they are responsible for transfer-
ring all the forces, in the case of timber construction 
there are different types of connections that go from 
the joints connected with glue, screw and nuts; we 
chose to integrate biopolymers to develop the sewing 
joints of each of the panels. 

The sewing joints present a great direct oppor-
tunity for the union of each one of the panels of the 

membrane, since it allows the direct transfer of each 
one of the panels [6], this type of union has already 
been used in other architectural works, but in the 
case of this structure, a bio-polymer is used that al-
lows it to be sustainable and rigid at the same time. 
After the parametric design of the structure, carrying 
out the tests in the Karamba plug-in, showing behav-
ior and a minimum displacement with the design of 
the sandwich-type joined panels. The innovation of 
this structure is that it also has the benefit of being 
highly adaptable to any geometry or surface and that 
it can be tensioned correctly, making it a great con-
tribution to the design of lightweight structures.

As a result of the flexible joints, it is able to develop 
any type of surface and it can be built. In the case of the 
project carried out, the structural behavior promotes the 
development of new forms that can be adapted to any 
design need. This structural behavior is a great advan-
tage compared to concrete and steel structures. Sewing 
joints present a great promising future since compared 
to steel or concrete they present great economic and 
sustainable advantages [7]. In the case of the project pre-
sented, each hexagon is connected through this system 
(Figure 3). The goal of this system is to apply new low-
tech construction systems by means of timber and sew-
ing joints for the manufacture of lightweight structures 
and to explore the tension, compression and elasticity 
of this structure.

Detail of the sewing joint system; the sewn joint 
is made in the middle of each panel leaving an over-
lap of 5 centimeters. This allows for an adaptation 
of the hexagons to any surface. The thickness of the 
plywood is 1.5 mm. The different test was done and 

Figure 1. Phytoplankton view through a microscope.
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carried out several samples to be able to know the 
shear and the stress that these joints could handle. 
These samples with the sewing machine and differ-
ent types of joints were tested; through experimen-
tation we came to the conclusion that joints that are 
overlapped are the best option to be able to transfer 
loads through the surface (Figure 4). Making a ref-
erence to the biopolymer, different tests were carried 
out to find out its resistance and we compared it with 
a steel cable in which the resistance of the steel ca-
ble is greater than 1200 kilos but in the case of the 
biopolymer its breaking point was 680 kilos (Graph 
1), which places it as a sustainable proposal and with 
different experiments we can generate new proposals 
with this material and increase its resistance.

  

Figure 4. Sewing process of the timber.

3.2 Material and fabrication

For several centuries, timber has been one of the 
most important construction materials and due to its 
great sustainability and economic contributions that’s 
why it was used or the main structure and hexagon pan-
els; in the case of biopolymers, they are gaining ground 
due to its mechanical and structural properties that they 
promote. It should be noted that the time that infers 
humanity currently demands analyzing and seeking 
solutions with a multidisciplinary perspective in order 
to carry out and generate a better result in the face of 
the adversities of climate change.

However, the progress during the last decades in 
digital fabrication, software and new materials has 
benefited from new possibilities and opportunities 
of bio-design for architecture and construction, pro-
moting the design of optimal complex geometries. 
On the other hand, the integration of biology into 
architecture allows us to better study and understand 
how to address problems and generate new solu-
tions. Especially in the field of lightweight timber 
construction, biological role models have helped to 
redefine building systems, design methodologies, 
and fabrication technologies.

This research presents the design of an experi-
mental structure that was made in timber and biopol-
ymers for the joints. These materials have a lot of 
great interest due to their biodegradability, low cost 
and mechanical properties. In the case of biopoly-
mers have great advantages as a construction materi-
al and are gaining a lot of ground in the construction 
sector; the origin of bio-based additives has been 
used in construction for several centuries. The Ro-
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Graph 1. Analysis of strength of the bio-polymer.

Figure 3. Joint connection between panels.
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mans for several centuries recognized the role of bio 
mixes to improve construction materials, an example 
was the use of proteins that served as retarders for 
plaster. Another great example it’s with Vitruvio, that 
explained that the use of lime mortar could be mixed 
with vegetable fat to give a better finish to its walls.

This research presents a new construction sys-
tem based on timber hexagons that are joined sew-
ing joints, through these joints the use of steel and 
concrete is completely avoided, presenting a great 
advantage over conventional construction systems. 
Using the morphological principles of diatoms, we 
emulate the unions of the hexagons to generate a 
new lightweight structure of timber. Sewing joints 
have a great advantage over steel and cement since 
they connect each panel of hexagons and help to 
obtain any radius that can be demanded, simply by 
adjusting the measurements of each hexagon.

3.3 Applying biological principles to form 
finding

Different studies were carried out prior to the 
choice of diatoms for the design of the lightweight 
structure, different types of phytoplankton were 
analyzed and the aim was to integrate bio-morpho-
logical principles into architecture and engineering; 
therefore, for the form-finding process, it was limited 
to the geometric principles of diatoms. In the case of 
the panels, we opted for the Coscindiscus Radiatus 
species due to its hexagonal shape (Figure 5), since 
this geometric shape has great advantages since it 
allows different connections with the other panels, 
thus allowing a better distribution of the load.

It is important to highlight that during the last 
decades, using biology as part of the form-finding 
process promotes advantages for the design process, 
since during this process these principles were trans-
ferred to different software such as Rhino7, Grass-
hopper, Karamba and Kiwi. Helping to better de-
velop and optimize this structure. In the case of this 
structure, it was decided to use parametric design 
tools that would allow the development of a structure 
divided into panels and a main structure; the part of 
the panels forms the main membrane that is support-
ed by 3 wooden beams anchored directly to the floor. 

As for the measurements in the central part, it is 3.2 
meters high and has a maximum length of 8 meters, 
with a covered area of 50 m2 (Figure 6).

Figure 5. Floor plan of the timber pavilion.

The surface was based on the design of different 
hexagons that are sandwiched together (one on top 
of the other) and connected by the biopolymer joints. 
Different designs were made for the panels and for 
this structure there were a total of 138 hexagons for 
the entire surface.

The design of a synclastic structure was chosen, 
since through the double curvature the shape can 
be optimized and this is summarized as less mate-
rial and more covered area. Being a clear example 
of how to create sustainable and naturally friendly 
structures. One of the great advantages of this decade 
is that thanks to technology and digital computing, 
new opportunities can be developed to develop new 
geometric shapes that were previously impossible 
to develop, and this presents great opportunities to 
develop thanks to form-finding [8]. The development 
of complex geometric structures and structural opti-
mization are tools of form-finding. Among the inno-
vations of this structure is the link that was obtained 
from the study of diatoms and how to find the best 
design for the structure, linking geometry with biol-
ogy and trying to emulate the principles of biology 
with the architectural design was a work that helped 
to develop this structure. This structure integrates a 
double curvature surface that was developed after 
several attempts and proposals and this results in an 
economic structure that also infers not only a lower 
cost, but also a reduction in energy expenditure and 
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lower CO2 contributions to the environment. In par-
ticular, the demand for double-curvature surfaces has 
increased in construction, engineering and architec-
ture since compared to other types of surfaces they 
present great structural and geometric advantages 
(Figure 7).

4. Conclusions
The present investigation had a result that en-

compasses different disciplines such as engineering, 
biology and architecture and is based on the bio-de-
sign of the analysis of diatoms and how their ge-
ometric shape can optimize a lightweight structure. 
On the one hand, the bio-morphology of diatoms can 
have geometric patterns that are a clear example of 
structures that have patterns that can develop a new 
construction and adopt forms that optimize. This 
means that the integration of bio-materials is a clear 
example of how new construction systems can be 
used and generate great benefits for the construction 
sector.

After using parametric design, digital fabrication 
and structural optimization new possibilities can 
be developed to make new and complex geometric 
shapes and this promotes new practices in design 
that help to obtain better optimization and structural 

behavior, this translates as a great opportunity to take 
advantage of these sustainable and economic advan-
tages to apply them to the actual climate crisis.

Thanks to this research and new proposals that are 
currently being developed in lightweight structures, the 
progress and advances that this type of structure has 
been giving new results as they are a clear example of 
how the construction sector can contribute to climate 
change; through geometry, materials and structural 
optimization an efficient form can be developed. When 
starting this research, we wanted to see how bio-design 
can be a great tool for the designer and how biological 
principles can be transmitted to any design. In the case 
of biological principles, we chose to transfer the geom-
etry to a hexagonal-shaped wooden panel, which was 
a great innovation to develop new ways of designing. 
In the end, we conclude that these biological principles 
can be applied to different types of wood (shape, geom-
etry, connections, structure...) and that through a multi-
disciplinary vision they can be applied to any structure.

This research promotes a sustainable, innovative 
and economic design since after different studies 
and investigations and thanks to biology it was con-
cluded by the use of diatoms due to their geometric 
and biological principles. It should be highlighted 
that with this new construction system, biopolymers 
were used and neither cement nor steel was used for 

Figure 6. Detail plan of the pavilion.

Figure 7. Structural behavior of the panels.
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the manufacture and assembly of the structure. Due 
to the progress in the investigations of the timber 
structures, it will be possible to obtain better results 
that benefit the environment and the economy, the 
development of new construction systems and the 
integration of new materials into the structures pro-
mote sustainable values. This research is a result of 
the new construction practices and construction tech-
niques that are currently demanded, which benefit 
architecture and engineering thanks to digital fabri-
cation and architectural design.
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